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The HOTO brand is part of the Xiaomi ecosystem.
 
HOTO tool set QWSGJ002
Do you like to  tinker?  Or  maybe you repair  electronic  equipment? The handy and functional  tool  set  HOTO QWSGJ002 will  make your
work easier. It contains 7 universal tools, which are indispensable equipment of every workshop. A hammer with a rubber grip, a set of
bits,  a  3  meter  long  measuring  tape  with  an  automatic  lock  function,  an  adjustable  wrench  and  multifunction  pliers  are  placed  in  a
durable box. They are made of high-quality materials and ensure comfortable use.
 
 
Basic workshop equipment
The set includes universal hand tools that will prove useful in every home and workshop. QWSGJ002 includes a handy screwdriver with a
magnetic bit holder, as well as a 3-meter long tape measure for precise measurements. In the box you will also find an adjustable wrench
with a jaw width of up to 25 mm, pliers for cutting or crimping, a hammer with a rubber cap and 10 bits of S2 steel.
 
 
Compact and handy
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The tools are housed in a robust case made of ABS plastic. So you can take the set anywhere and get the tools you need, whatever the
circumstances. The box is extremely durable and resistant to mechanical damage.
 
 
Universal
The  combination  of  the  most  popular  tools  makes  HOTO  QWSGJ002  useful  in  many  different  situations.  It  will  be  useful  for  DIY
enthusiasts and make it easier to repair small toys, assemble furniture or screw down a shelf. Thanks to the compact form of the box you
can pack the set in your backpack and use the tools e.g. during a bicycle trip.
 
 
 
Included:
Bits | S2 Steel	| C6,3 x 25 mm
Self-lock measure tape 3m | 55 Steel (blade), ABS (case) | 26,8 x 60 x 70 mm
Multipurpose screwdriver | CR-V Steel (shank), PP + TPE (handle) | ⌀30 x 198 mm
Claw hammer | 45 Steel(head),  fiberglass + PP + TPE (handle), PU (rubber cap) | 24 x 105 x 240 mm
Adjustable spanner | 45 Steel | 13,6 x 56,5 x 200 mm
	Manufacturer	
	HOTO
	Name	
	Hand Tool Set
	Model	
	QWSGJ002s
	Weight	
	1710 g
	Case material	
	ABS
	Box dimensions	
	70 x 168 x 268 mm
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Preço:

€ 42.50

Ferramentas, Tool sets
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